
zPaper:Transport

zPaper:Transport gives customers the ability to receive, generate, & send documents within a unified
ServiceNow experience backed by zPaper’s HITRUST CSF Certified & HIPAA Compliant platform.

All of this for an unlimited amount of users per org.

With the growing amount of disparate document management solutions, organizations face a
significant challenge in managing large amounts of inbound and outbound documents. The need for
document generation tools has led to more integrations and more expensive costs. All of these
factors can create risks of missed or lost documents, leakage of confidential information, inefficient
processes, and increased human error.

While fax is still a common communications channel in healthcare and life sciences, digitizing the
document exchange process while also introducing channels such as direct messaging can improve
operational performance results and the quality of care coordination.

With zPaper Transport for ServiceNow, you can receive and send documents via digital fax, direct
message, and email within a native ServiceNow user experience without any integration work
required.

No Integration Work Required
Get setup quickly by installing the zPaper:Transport

managed package.

Secure Fax Infrastructure
Work confidently utilizing zPaper’s own HITRUST

Certified and HIPAA compliant platform.

Unlimited Users
Access is on a per org basis. This gives each licensed

ServiceNow user within an org access to all
zPaper:Transport functionality with no additional user

charges.

Intuitive User Interface
Enjoy an easy-to-use solution with an intuitive user
interface that can be initiated from a ticket or case.

Key Features

Digital Fax, Direct Message, and Document Generation for
ServiceNow. Simplified.
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Inbound and Outbound Document Management

Reduced Processing Errors

Reduce processing errors caused by
administrative mistakes or
deficiencies between analog and
digital systems.

Centralized Document
Retrieval

Seamlessly receive documents
from fax into a centralized view.

Remove Manual Document
Association Steps

Inbound returned documents are
automatically attached to a ticket or
case object record.

Channel Scalability

Solution provides digital fax, direct
message, and email channel
capabilities.

Benefits

Advanced Insights

Access document retrieval,
generation, and delivery insights
within the interactions details.

Security

Ensure inbound documents are
stored within a secure
ServiceNow environment.
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Solutions Capabilities

Unified Document Retrieval in ServiceNow

Automatically receive documents into ServiceNow from
digital fax, direct message, and email channels.

Automated Ticket or Case Association

Inbound documents are associated with a ticket or case
that has been automatically created once received.

Document Bundling

Create outbound document bundles consisting of pages
attached to a ticket or case, on a local drive, and/or
generated documents.

Intelligent Barcode

Automatically route and attach outbound documents to
their originating record once returned utilizing zPaper’s
barcode feature.

Outbound Sending

Send outbound fax documents from a ticket or case.

Fax Delivery Events

Fax delivery status information is automatically created
as an interaction within the ticket or case it was
initiated from.



Receive documents
from directly into
ServiceNow.

Newly received documents are
associated to a ticket or case
that has been automatically
created upon receipt.

How it Works
Inbound and Outbound Documents



Send an outbound document
directly from a ticket or case.

Automatically route and
attach documents to their
originating record once
returned utilizing zPaper’s
intelligent barcode feature.



Track all document generation
and delivery status information
automatically as interactions.
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Document Generation

Ease of Use

Enjoyminimal configuration requirements with the
utilization of DOCX documents which can be created
and updated faster than interactive PDFs.

Benefits

Solutions Capabilities

Document Source Flexibility

Generate documents with data merged from a
ServiceNow ticket or case.

Merge Wizard

zPaper’s merge wizard provides available fields from
tickets and cases to simply be copy and paste into a
DOCx template.

Rich Text Field Support

Maintain style and/or brand standards with the ability to
generate documents utilizing the required formatting.

File Naming

Assign specific naming to documents to ensure teams
are using the right template at the right time.

Dynamic Length Fields

Document fields can flex with new pages being added
when necessary to ensure all merged data is cleanly
represented on the document.

PDF File Attachment

Generated documents are attached on the originating
ticket or case.

DOCX Support

Easily build merge templates from any solution that can
save a documents as docx files (ex: MS Word, Google
Docs, and Adobe Acrobat).



How it Works
Document Generation

Create templates from any
solution that allows you to
save and export a document in
DOCX format.

Quickly access fields across tickets
or cases to map within your
template utilizing zPaper’s intuitive
merge tool.



Select and generate
templates within a single
experience.

View generated document(s)
within the ticket or case it
was initiated from.

J Massey SIG Missing Information

Taiho Patient Communication Template.docx



Sales Support Phone
sales.zpaper.com support.zpaper.com 770.643.9297

For additional questions,
contact us at:

Interested in learning more?

Contact us at sales@zpaper.com or by visiting www.zpaper.com.


